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108.17  On a generalisation of the Lemoine axis
First let usbriefly recall thedefinition of anApolloniuscircle. Let , ,

be three distinct points in the Euclideanplane. Then the ratio of the

distancesfrom to and respectivelyis . Thenthelocusof all points

in theplanewith theproperty is a specialcircle if

(and,if , theperpendicularbisectorof which canbeviewedas

a degeneratedApollonius circle with radius ). The diameter of this
Apolloniuscircle is , where and denotethe intersectionpointsof the
angle bisector of  with the straight line  (Figure 1).
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FIGURE 1: Construction of the Apollonius circle

In the following paragraphswe will denotethis Apollonius circle by
 and its centre by .kA,B (P) MA,B (P)

There is a well-known propertyof Apollonius circles, leading to the
notionof the Lemoineaxis (e.g. [1, pp. 294f]): Let be a triangleand

, and the three Apollonius circles through the
vertices.Thenthecentres , and of the threecircles
arecollinear(seeFigure2). Thecorrespondingstraight line throughthese
centres iscalled the Lemoineaxis and the two intersectionpoints of these
circles are called the isodynamicpoints of the triangle ( and

 in Kimberling's Encyclopedia of Triangle Centres [2]).
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FIGURE 2: The Lemoine axis  of the triangle L ABC

One can also see in Figure 2 that all three circles intersect the
circumcircle of (dashedin Figure 2) orthogonally.According to
that there is a different characterisationof the points , ,

(and thereforeof the Lemoineaxis): for example, is the
intersectionpoint of thestraight linethrough and with thetangentof the
circumcircle at . Furthermore,it is well-known that everyApollonius
circle with respectto two fixed points intersectseveryothercircle through
thesepointsorthogonally,not only the circumcircle([3, p. 21], [4, p. 69]).
Let us call this phenomenon “Lemma 1”.
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A short time agowe were interestedin propertiesof the distancesof a
point to the trianglevertices , , astriangle coordinates, moreexactly
the ratio of these distances  (see Figure 3).
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FIGURE 3: The distances ρA, ρB, ρC

It wasthereforenaturalfor usto constructthethreecorrespondingApollonius
circles through  ( ,  and ) and to look what happens.P kA,B (P) kB,C (P) kC,A (P)

In what follows we assumethat does not lie on a perpendicular
bisector of a triangle side becauseotherwise the correspondingcircle
degeneratesto a straight line (the perpendicularbisector, which can be
viewed as a circle with infinite radius with its centre being a point at infinity).

P
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The result was the following (Figure 4) – 
Theorem:
(1) The threeApollonius circles through intersecteachotherexactly in

two points: .
P

P, P′

(2) The centres , , of these three circles are
collinear(like theLemoineaxis mentioned above).This straight lineis
the perpendicular bisector of .

MA,B (P) MB,C (P) MC,A (P)

PP′

(3) For any of the three Apollonius circles, consider the straight line
through its two intersectionpoints with the circumcircle of .
Thesethree straight lines intersecteachother in one single point
somewhere on the line segment .
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FIGURE 4: Sketch to the above Theorem

Sincewe initially could not find any observationof thesefacts in the
literaturewe decidedto write this shortnote.In themeantime,we know that
thephenomena(1) and(2) havealreadybeendescribedby [5] (p. 9, in the
chaptercalled OlympiadProblemsand More Applications), but thereother
meansare used(Menelaus'Theoremand its converse).If a readerknows
further related references, please let the authors know.

Up to now we havenot found any referencesfor the point of view to
consider the straight line through , , as a
generalisationof the Lemoineaxis* (seebelow as well), so we decidedto
continue writing this short note.

MA,B (P) MB,C (P) MC,A (P)

* Again: If a reader happens to know such references, please inform the authors.
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Proof:
(1) Let be the other (than ) intersection point of the two

Apolloniuscircles , and , , thedistancesof to

thepoints , , . Thenwe haveon theonehand andon the

other hand . This implies  and thus .
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(2) If three circles pass through two distinct points then it is
immediatelyclear that all threecentresof the circles must lie on the
perpendicular bisector of .

P ≠ P′

PP′

(3) is thecommonpowerline of the threeApollonius circles. (see
Figure4) is thepowerline of thecircumcircleandtheApolloniuscircle
centredat . Let betheintersectionpoint of and . Then

hasthesamepowerwith respectto all four circles: thecircumcircle
andthe threeApolloniuscircles.Hence mustalsolie on (and ,
respectively),because containsall the pointswhich havethesame
power with respect to the circumcircle and the Apollonius circle
centred at  (and analogously with ).
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In fact, with the same argumentas above, (3) holds not only for the
circumcircle of but also for any circle intersecting the three
Apollonius circles. is simply the identical (!) power centre (radical
centre) of any two of the three Apollonius circles and the fourth circle
intersecting the three Apollonius circles.

△ABC
Q

Remarks:

• In case coincideswith the circumcentre,all threeApollonius circles
degenerateto straightlines,all three“centres”arepointsat infinity, and
alsothe “other” intersectionpoint becomesa point at infinity. In case

lies on exactlyoneperpendicularbisectorof a triangleside,only one
Apolloniuscircle degeneratesto a straight linewith a point at infinity as
its “centre”, but in this casethe other point is a real point in the
Euclidean plane.
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• Since the Apollonius circles intersect the circumcircle of
orthogonallyit is clearthat is the inversepoint of with respectto the
circumcircle.
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In orderto establisha namefor the straight linethrough , ,
 we suggest to call it the -Lemoine axis of the triangle .

MA,B (P) MB,C (P)
MC,A (P) P △ABC

Finally, we formulatea lemmaconcerningtheaspectof generalisation
mentioned in the title of this Note.

Lemma: Theterm -Lemoine axis of the triangle is a generalisation
of the term Lemoine axis, because:

P △ABC

-Lemoine axis of  = Lemoine axis of .P △ABC △ABC ⇔ P ∈ {X(15), X(16)}
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Proof: The implication is evident(Figures2 and4). In orderto showthe
implication we canargueasfollows: Sincethe -Lemoineaxis is always
orthogonal to the straight line (Figure 4) passing through the
circumcentre , to satisfythepropertyon the left-handsideof theLemma
mustlie on thestraight line . Since and are inversepointswith
respectto thecircumcircleit is easyto seethat the midpoint of (i.e.
in Figure4) is thenearerto the circumcirclethe nearer lies to it (in other
words:on the line the distanceof to the circumcircleincreases
monotonically with the distance of from the circumcircle, in both
directions).Therefore,thereareexactlytwo possiblepositionsfor , namely

 and .

⇐
⇒ P
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